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PHYSICAL REVIEW B 1 AUGUST 1999-IVOLUME 60, NUMBER 5
Ultrasonic study of the mixed-valence system YbIn12xAgxCu4

S. Zherlitsyn,* B. Lüthi, and B. Wolf
Physikalisches Institut, Universita¨t Frankfurt, Robert-Mayer Strasse 2-4, D-60054 Frankfurt, Germany

J. L. Sarrao
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Z. Fisk
National High Magnetic Field Laboratory and Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306

V. Zlatić
Institute of Physics, Zagreb, Croatia

~Received 12 February 1999!

We report ultrasonic investigation of the mixed-valence compounds YbIn12xAgxCu4 for the different silver
concentrationsx50, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3. This study enables us to characterize the coupling of the Yb ions with the
lattice as a function of temperature, magnetic field, and silver concentration. Forx50 and 0.2 the system
demonstrates pronounced first-order phase transition with the abrupt change in the different elastic moduli. For
the higher silver concentrations we have observed rather smooth behavior of the elastic constants which is
typical for a continuous phase transition. The critical temperature and the size of the anomaly in the bulk
modulus at the phase transition changes linearly with silver concentration. External magnetic field shifts the
transition to lower temperatures in accordance with previous investigations. Numerical calculations of the bulk
modulus and the magnetic susceptibility have been performed in the frame of the promotional Ramirez-Falicov
model. The results obtained demonstrate qualitative and quantitative agreement with the experimental data.
@S0163-1829~99!06029-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

YbInCu4 is the only stoichiometric compound whic
demonstrates first-order valence transition at amb
pressure.1 Although the Yb valence reduction is rather sm
from 3 in the high temperature phase to 2.9 at lo
temperatures,1,2 all physical parameters coupled to th
f-electron occupation numbernf demonstrate anomalies i
the vicinity of the phase transition.1,3–7 The phase transition
takes place at a critical temperature ofTv>40 K, although
some crystals showed the phase transition at temperature
to 66 K.3 Silver doping moves the transition to higher tem
peratures and makes it to be of second order.6,8 Pure
YbAgCu4 appears to be a moderately heavy fermiong
5250 mJ/mol K2) compound.8,9 YbInCu4 has a face-
centered-cubicC15b structure and the valence phase tran
tion is accompanied by the abrupt increase in the lattice
rameter by about 0.13% without any change in the sp
symmetry.10,11 The cell volume was found to vary propo
tionally to nf .6 In addition to the change of the lattice p
rameter, the electrical resistivity shows an abrupt decreas
Tv . Hall coefficient measurement reveals a large chang
carrier density, which occurs at the transition.12 The mag-
netic susceptibility follows the Curie law at high temper
tures with an effective magnetic moment that is close to
Yb31 (4 f 13, J57/2) free-ion valuem54.54mB . The mag-
netic susceptibility drops suddenly at the phase transition
shows nearly temperature-independent Pauli-like param
netic behavior at low temperatures.1,8 So far no magnetic
order has been found in YbInCu4 at low temperatures.1 The
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~5!/3148~6!/$15.00
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Wilson ratio of the low-temperature susceptibility to th
specific-heat constantg ~Ref. 13! and the temperature behav
ior of the Cu spin-lattice relaxation time, inferred from th
nuclear quadrupole resonance~NQR! measurements14 con-
firm a realization of the Fermi-liquid state belowTv . Effects
of pressure and high magnetic field on the phase transi
have been studied in a number of works.2,15 It was shown
that the field induced transition atT,Tv is a valence transi-
tion with approximately the same change of valence as
served as a function of temperature at ambient field. It
been found that a simple energy scale with a rather sm
characteristic energy is associated with the phase transitio15

and the silver doping does not change the scale relation
turns out that the phase transition involves a large chang
the Kondo temperature fromTK;20 K in the high-
temperature phase toTK;430 K at low temperatures.8

Earlier ultrasonic investigation3,4 revealed a strong soften
ing of the bulk moduluscB of 43% at the transition tempera
ture and a change of the Poisson ratio of 30%. At the sa
time transverse-acoustic modes demonstrated step
anomalies in the sound velocity that was not typical for
isostructural phase transition. However, it is still unclear h
the silver doping affects the coupling of the valence fluctu
tions to the lattice and how strong the stiffness of the latt
changes at the phase transition. In order to address this i
we have carried out the ultrasonic investigations
YbIn12xAgxCu4 for different silver concentrationsx in a
wide temperature range and at applied external magn
field. In addition we give a simple quantitative physical d
scription of the temperature dependence of the elastic c
3148 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 60 3149ULTRASONIC STUDY OF THE MIXED-VALENCE . . .
stants and magnetic susceptibility using a modified Rami
Falicov model.17–21

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The samples were single crystals grown in In12xAgxCu
flux, as reported earlier.8 The typical size of the samples use
in our ultrasonic experiments was 1.231.531.5 mm3. We
utilized transverse resonant quartz transducers with a fu
mental frequency of 10 MHz and piezoelectric films in ca
of longitudinal sound excitation. In order to reduce bo
break effects at the discontinuous phase transition when
volume of the lattice increases by 0.5%, we used a thin
layer between the resonant transducers and the sample
ezoelectric film was glued on the samples with a two co
ponent epoxy. Measurements were carried out at cons
frequency. The ultrasonic pulse technique was descri
elsewhere.22 Measurement at magnetic field up to 50 T w
carried out using a pulse magnet with a typical magne
pulse duration of 20 ms.

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the so
velocity of the longitudinalcL5(c111c1212c44)/2 mode in
YbIn12xAgxCu4 for different silver concentrations. In th
case of pure YbInCu4 there is a jump at the phase transitio
~see insert of Fig. 1!. The ultrasonic signal becomes so sm
at the critical temperatureTv'40 K that it is impossible to
measure the complete change of the sound velocity that t
place at the phase transition. Thus the inset of Fig. 1 show
sound velocity behavior only in the immediate vicinity of th
phase transition, but the real size of the anomaly and whe
the sound velocity has a lower value in the low-temperat
phase remains unknown. This behavior is typical for the d
continuous phase transition. Although the sound velocity
thecL mode in YbIn0.8Ag0.2Cu4 does not demonstrate a ste
like behavior any more~see Fig. 1!, the anomaly is very
sharp and is located at higher temperatures (Tv580.2 K).
Only after the first cooling the low-temperature shoulder
the anomaly is lower than the high-temperature shoulder~be-
cause of the discontinuous phase transition! but all following

FIG. 1. Temperature behavior of the sound velocity of the lo
gitudinal cL mode (kiui@110#; k: wave vector,u: polarization of
the sound wave! in the vicinity of the mixed-valence transition i
YbIn12xAgxCu4 for the different silver concentrationsx.
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thermal cycles give the approximately symmetrical anom
~shown in Fig. 1!. The sound velocity of thecL mode
changes about 14% at the phase transition for this silver c
centration. In both cases of silver concentrationx50 andx
50.2 we observed crystal degradation after a few cyc
through the phase transition. As a result sound waves did
propagate through the degraded samples any more and
could see a mosaic structure, which appeared at a polis
surface of the samples. This confirms the supposition ab
the first-order valence phase transition, taking place
YbInCu4 and YbIn0.8Ag0.2Cu4. Higher silver concentration
moves the transition to higher temperatures and make
continuous, consistent with Ref. 6. The critical temperat
for YbIn0.75Ag0.25Cu4 becomesTv592 K and for the highest
concentration which we studied in this work
YbIn0.7Ag0.3Cu4, the critical temperature isTv'106 K. In
the last case the anomaly in the sound velocity is rat
smooth but still the change of the sound velocity at the ph
transition is more than 5%. One can see that both the crit
temperature and size of anomaly changes approximately
early with silver concentration. Figure 2 shows temperat
dependencies of the sound velocity of the transversec44 and
(c112c12)/2 modes in the vicinity of the valence phase tra
sition in YbIn12xAgxCu4. Both transverse modes demo
strate identical steplike behavior. Anomalies in YbInCu4 are
very large Dv/v'12% for (c112c12)/2 mode andDv/v
'8% for c44 mode, ~see insets of Fig. 2!, although in
YbIn12xAgxCu4 (xÞ0) the change in the sound velocity
much smaller in comparison withcL mode and transvers
modes in pure YbInCu4. The absolute sound velocity of dif
ferent acoustic modes in cubic YbIn12xAgxCu4 are listed in
Table I.

-

FIG. 2. Sound velocity of the transversec44 mode
(ki@110#, ui@001#) ~a! and (c112c12)/2 mode

(ki@110#, ui@11̄0#) ~b! versus temperature at the mixed-valen
phase transition in YbIn12xAgxCu4 for the different silver concen-
trationsx.
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TABLE I. Absolute sound velocities, critical temperature of the mixed-valence phase transition in YbIn12xAgxCu4, and adjustable
parameters in the Ramirez-Falicov model.

x

Sound velocities atT5170 K

Tv
~K!

Ef

~meV!
G

~meV!
W

~meV!
b

~meV!
cL mode
~km/s!

c44 mode
~km/s!

(c112c12)/2 mode
~km/s!

0 4.2860.1 2.4960.1 2.0460.1 40 18.4 53.8 1040 -
0.2 4.3260.05 2.5760.05 2.1460.05 80.2 29 58 1040 100
0.25 4.3360.05 2.5460.05 2.1360.05 92 29 55.5 1040 117
0.3 4.2660.05 2.5160.05 2.1360.05 106 30.5 55 1080 200
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At the isostructural valence transition in YbInCu4 the bulk
moduluscB5(c1112c12)/3 should be soft.3 We deduced the
bulk moduluscB from our experimental data~see Fig. 3,
open symbols!. One can see that for YbIn0.75Ag0.25Cu4 and
YbIn0.7Ag0.3Cu4 the bulk modulus has a lower value in th
mixed-valence phase in comparison with the hig
temperature phase. It is impossible to ascertain this in cas
YbIn0.8Ag0.2Cu4 ~and especially for YbInCu4) because of
some difficulties, mentioned above and associated with m
surement of the sound velocity at the discontinuous ph
transition with a large abrupt volume change. Qualitativ
our results are consistent with the earlier ultrasonic inve
gation of YbInCu4.

3 We have also deduced the Poisson ra
n5c12/(c111c12) ~Fig. 4! and the elastic anisotropy facto
A52c44/(c112c12) ~see inset of Fig. 4! from our experi-
mental data. Both of these quantities show significant pe
liarities at the valence phase transition, whilen decreases
strongly atTv for the different samples, it is stilln.0.2. For
simple cubic valence phase transition one could expecn
,0.23 Although the elastic anisotropy of YbIn12xAgxCu4 is

FIG. 3. Relative change of the bulk moduluscB5(c11

12c12)/3 ~open symbols! as a function of temperature in the vicin
ity of the mixed-valence phase transition in YbIn12xAgxCu4. Solid
lines are results of numerical calculation in frame of the Ramir
Falicov model~see text for details!. Inset: results of numerical cal
culation of thef-level occupation probability versus temperature
YbIn12xAgxCu4 in the frame of Ramirez-Falicov model@see Eq.
~3!#. Values of the adjustable parameters are listed in Table I. L
1 to 4 correspond to different silver concentrationsx50, 0.2, 0.25,
and 0.3.
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not very large~in fully isotropic caseA51), it changes at
the phase transition, and the mixed-valence phase beco
slightly more anisotropic elastically~see inset of Fig. 4!.

Applied magnetic field decreases the critical temperat
of the valence phase transition.15 We did not observe any
shift of the critical temperature in YbIn0.75Ag0.25Cu4 for B up
to 13 T applied along@110# axis. Measurements performe
in pulse magnetic field revealed a reduction of the criti
temperature~see Fig. 5!. This effect in the sound velocity o
the longitudinalcL mode turns out to be even larger tha
measured versus temperature at ambient pressure~see Fig.
1!. The inset of Fig. 5 shows a part of theB-T phase diagram
of YbIn0.75Ag0.25Cu4 similar to the results obtained for othe
YbIn12xAgxCu4 compounds.15

III. DISCUSSION

Different theoretical approaches have been applied to
plain the mechanism and driving forces for the valence tr
sition. Of these the single impurity Anderson model whi
takes into account the hybridization of conduction electro
with localizedf electrons cannot explain neutron-diffractio
data24 and photoemission spectra.25 Likewise an extension to
the Kondo-volume-collapse model~KVC!,26 which was con-
sidered for Cea2g phase transition, leads to unphysic

-

s

FIG. 4. Poisson ration as a function of temperature in
YbIn12xAgxCu4 for the different silver concentrationsx. The inset
shows a change of the elastic anisotropy parameterA52c44/(c11

2c12) at the mixed-valence phase transition in YbIn12xAgxCu4.
For an elastic isotropic crystalA51.
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PRB 60 3151ULTRASONIC STUDY OF THE MIXED-VALENCE . . .
large (G'4000) electron Gru¨neisen parameter,6 whereas this
parameter was estimated to be onlyG'34.4

Here we take the promotional Ramirez-Falic
model17–21 to describe the thermodynamic properties
YbIn12xAgxCu4 in the high-temperature phase~magnetic
susceptibility, bulk elastic modulus!. The observation of the
crystal-field ~CF! levels16 and the Curie-Weiss law at hig
temperatures1,8 points to a very small hybridization, whic
we neglect, so that the Ramirez-Falicov model can be u
The Ramirez-Falicov model was applied to the alpha-gam
transition in cerium, where the ground state consists o
filled Fermi sea and nof electrons. Localized single-particl
excitations are obtained by promoting conduction electr
from the Fermi level to the localized energy levelEf above
the chemical potential. As for the Yb ions, thef shell is fully
occupied in the ground state, and the single-particle exc
tions are obtained by addingf holes rather thanf electrons. If
the conduction band has an electron-hole symmetry, the t
modynamic properties of Ce systems, with onef electron and
Yb systems, with onef hole, are fully equivalent. To find the
solution of the model forT.Tv we use the mean-field ap
proximation, following closely Refs. 17 and 18 where all t
mathematical details can be found. ForT,Tv , the hybrid-
ization effects will play an important role which we will no
try to describe~see, for example Ref. 27!. Likewise the ques-
tion of the effect of fractional valence change of 3 to 2.9
leave out from this analysis.19 For T,Tv an effective Hamil-
tonian, taking into account the hybridization, has to be us

The free energy of the system can be written as the
lowing:

F5E2TS, ~1!

FIG. 5. Magnetic-field dependence of the sound velocity of
longitudinal cL mode (kiui@110#) at the metamagnetic mixed
valence transition in YbIn0.75Ag0.25Cu4. Field sweep up is only
shown. Magnetic field was applied along@001# direction. Tempera-
ture is 77 K. The inset shows a part of theB-T phase diagram,
extracted from our pulse field ultrasonic measurements
YbIn0.75Ag0.25Cu4 (Bi@001#). Point at 13 T was extracted from
temperature dependence of the sound velocity of thecL mode at
static magnetic field. In this case magnetic field was paralle
@110# crystallographic direction. The line was drawn to guide t
eye.
f

d.
a
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s

a-

r-
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whereT is temperature,S is the entropy function, andE is an
internal energy of given many-electron state, which in th
mal equilibrium and for a fixed number of carriers can
written as17

E5Ee,h1NEfnf2NGnf
2. ~2!

Here the first two terms represent single quasiparticle con
butions of electrons and holes from the conduction band
highly localized f states, respectively. The last term is
quasiparticle-quasiparticle interaction, and (2G) is an inter-
action constant between an electron in thef shell and a hole
in a Wannier orbital.N is the number of Yb ions,nf is the
occupation probability of thef level, which has been found in
Ref. 17:

nf5
12kBT

W
lnU11A0e2Q1

A01e2Q0 U, ~3!

where

A0[a exp@~Ef22Gnf !/kBT#, ~4!

a[nf /~2J11!~12nf !, ~5!

kB is the Boltzmann constant,W5We1Wh is the bandwidth
of the conduction band, andWe , Wh are electron and hole
subbands, respectively, and

Q0[Wh /kBT, Q1[We /kBT. ~6!

As discussed above in the case of Ce ions, anf count gives
nf.0 for T.Tv andnf50 for T,Tv , wherenf is the con-
centration off electrons. Similarly, for Yb ions, anf count
also givesnf.0 for T.Tv andnf50 for T,Tv , but nf is
now the concentration off holes. For Ce, we have to pay a
energyEf.0, if we transfer an electron from the Fermi lev
in the conduction band to the localizedf level above the
chemical potential, i.e., Ce switches from the nonmagn
4 f 0 to the magnetic 4f 1 configuration. In Yb case, we pay a
energyEf.0, if we transfer anf electron from a localized
level below the chemical potential to the Fermi level in t
conduction band, i.e., if we produce anf hole such that the
Yb ions switch from the nonmagnetic 4f 14 to the magnetic
4 f 13 configuration. If the conduction band has electron-h
symmetry, the thermodynamic properties of Ce and Yb s
tems are exactly the same.

We assume a magnetoelastic expression for the coup
betweenf electrons and elastic waves:28

Ef5Ef
01b«, ~7!

where Ef
0 is the position of thef level in the absence o

volume deformation« andb is a coupling constant. The en
tropy function in Eq.~1! is given by17

S5Se,h2NkB@nf ln nf1~12nf !ln~12nf !#

1NkBnf ln~2J11!. ~8!

The first term in Eq.~8! is the itinerant electron and hol
entropy and the last two terms are the localized electron
tropy and the ionic spin entropy, respectively. For our p
poses we consider only the last two terms.

e

f
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3152 PRB 60S. ZHERLITSYNet al.
The bulk elastic modulus is written as a second deriva
of the free energy:

cB5
]2F

]«2 5
]2E

]«22T
]2S

]«2 . ~9!

Neglecting a conduction-band dependence on deforma
and using Eqs.~1!–~9! we get an expression for the chan
of the bulk modulus as a function of temperature:

cB2cB
05N

]nf

]« F2b22G
]nf

]«
1kBT

]nf

]« S 1

nf
1

1

12nf
D G ,
~10!

wherecB
0 is the bare bulk modulus and

]nf

]«
512bS W

A0@~expQ11A0!212„exp~2Q0!1A0…
21#

2
12kBT

nf~12nf !
124GD 21

. ~11!

In Eq. ~10! we neglected also the terms which contain
second derivative]2nf /]«2. These Van Vleck terms contrib
ute only marginally tocB and they disappear automatical
with approximations made in Ref. 18. The model is ve
sensitive to the values of the adjustable parameters, w
are conduction bandwidthW, position of thef level Ef and
coupling constantsb andG. For a given temperature Eq.~3!
yields three different solutions17,18and it is necessary to per
form numerical calculations in order to get an absolute m
mum of the free energy. Depending on the values of
parameters this model leads to the discontinuous or cont
ous phase transition at different temperatures. We have
ried out numerical calculations and the inset of Fig. 3 sho
the temperature behavior of thef-level occupation probabili-
ties @see Eq.~3!#. This nf for electrons is equivalent to th
hole count because of electron-hole symmetry as discu
above. Figure 3 demonstrates a fit for a bulk elastic modu
change@see Eq.~10!# for the same adjustable paramete
These parameters are given in Table I. Within a slight va
tion of a few percentG, Ef , andW can give equally good fits
of the bulk modulus but with quite different magnetoelas
coupling constantb. That is why b varies so strongly in
Table I. A generalization of the Ramirez-Falicov model d
veloped in Ref. 18 leads to qualitatively the same result.
approach made in Ref. 18 adds one additional contribu
NW(]nf /]«)2/12 to Eq.~10! and gives a value of the mag
netoelastic coupling constantb to be about 2–4 times large
b gives a bare electron Gru¨neisen parameter slightly smalle
than the one deduced from]Tc /]P.4 We would like to point
out that the same parameters result in a qualitative and
isfactory quantitative description of the temperature dep
dence of the magnetic susceptibility~see Fig. 6! and the ther-
mal expansion~see inset in Fig. 6! in the vicinity of the
mixed-valence phase transition in YbIn12xAgxCu4. Note that
we can explain the volume change up to 0.2% instead of
measured total change of 0.5%.6 The model leads to a
change of thef-level occupation probability to be almos
unity at the phase transition~see inset of Fig. 3! that is much
more than observed in experiments. Some speculations a
possible explanation of fractional valence change
e
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Ramirez-Falicov model are presented in Refs. 18 and 19,
both of them seem to be improper in the case
YbIn12xAgxCu4. In order to account for the fractional va
lence change hybridization has to be taken into account.
leave also out of the consideration the theoretical descrip
of the step function anomalies for the transverse sound n
the mixed-valence phase transition which might be due to
strain-quadrupole coupling28 as pointed out before.4

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we carried out the ultrasonic investigation
mixed-valence compounds YbIn12xAgxCu4 for different sil-
ver concentrationx. The obtained data confirm an importa
role of the lattice in the mixed-valence phase transition. F
all investigated compounds large softening has been fo
for the bulkcB modulus~see Fig. 3!, longitudinalcL modu-
lus ~see Fig. 1! and the Poisson ratio~see Fig. 4! at the phase
transition. Transverse elastic moduli demonstrate m
smaller steplike anomalies~see Fig. 2!. The critical tempera-
ture and the size of the anomaly in the sound velocity of
cL mode changes linearly with silver concentration. The a
isotropy parameterA grows at the phase transition~see inset
of Fig. 4!, i.e., the mixed-valence state is slightly elastica
more anisotropic than the high-temperature state. App
magnetic field moves the valence transition towards low
temperatures in accordance with the earlier obtain
results.15 We used the promotional Ramirez-Falicov mod
in order to explain behavior of the bulk modulus and t
magnetic susceptibility in the high-temperature phase. T
properties of the model can be qualitatively understood
noticing that the increase of the internal energy due to
switching of some Yb ions from nonmagnetic 4f 14 to the
magnetic 4f 13 configuration has to be compared with th

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptib
x5Ng2J(J11)mB

2nf /3kBT ~solid lines! calculated in the Ramirez
Falicov model withnf shown in the inset of Fig. 3. Symbols are th
experimental data taken from Ref. 8. Open circles correspon
YbInCu4, diamonds tox50.2, triangles tox50.25, and stars tox
50.3 in YbIn12xAgxCu4. The inset shows an equilibrium value o
the volume deformation« as a function of temperature, found as
result of free-energy minimization for the parameters correspond
to silver concentrationx50.25.
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PRB 60 3153ULTRASONIC STUDY OF THE MIXED-VALENCE . . .
entropy gain due to the positional disorder and the spin
order. At high enough temperatures, the entropy gain do
nates over the energy loss in the free energy and all Yb
switch to the magnetic configuration. The most importa
feature of the model is a driving by Coulomb repulsion b
tween conduction and localized electrons phase trans
which changes thef level occupation probability@see Eq.
~3!#. A simple coupling mechanism with the elastic wav
@see Eq.~7!# leads to the temperature dependence of the b
modulus@see Eq.~10!#. Numerical calculations in the fram
of this model show qualitative and quantitative agreem
with the experimental data both for the bulk modulus and
magnetic susceptibility.
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